Machine: THREAD ROLLING MACHINE
Model: IZPE RSC 12/130

- Minimum diameter to thread 2mm
- Maximum diameter to thread 50mm
- Maximum diameter to be threaded in 30mm thread
- Minimum step to thread 0.30mm
- Maximum pitch to thread 3.50mm
- Maximum width of threading to plongée 130mm
- Maximum length of threaded in lined 10,000mm
- Roll housing diameter 40mm
- Maximum center distance 235mm
- Variable working pressure 2/12 In.
- Hydraulic motor power 2 H.P.
- Power motor rollers 5.5 H.P
- Power pump motor cooling 0.16 H.p.
- Total power 7.66 H.P.
- Work cycles hour 40 to 1,900
- Speeds of the rollers 30-50-75-120
- Dimensions 1,300x1,400x1,300mm